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SUMMARY
During the past two decades the surveying profession across the globe has undertaken monumental changes, including the fundamentals of measurement with all digital equipment, digital data collection, software based data analysis and product design, and producing digital products for our clients. Surveyors have kept up with the information revolution and played a key role in the move towards global geospatial awareness. Our productivity and efficiency has increased. Data on the profession shows that we are getting older and fewer in number to a point where we are now concerned about the shortage of surveying expertise in the near future. This paper looks at examples of the age profile of the profession, the closing of key university programs, and the concerns of educating our next generation of surveyors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we analyze changes to the surveying profession over the last twenty years and highlight some concerns about the next ten years. We attempt to address the following questions: What has changed in two decades, where are we now, and what are the challenges in the near future? Two particular aspects of the profession are looked at in detail: a) The current age profile of the profession, and b) the health of academic programs supplying the next generation of professional personnel.

In 1990 satellite navigation and positioning was just coming online with the launching of the full constellation of the U.S. Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites. GPS receiver technology and software was being developed at a furious pace with markets for receivers being opened up by those organizations that could afford the very high development and startup costs.

At the same time, personal computers were well established, though also relatively expensive in comparison with today’s prices. Software that aided the surveying profession, such as automated drafting and field data adjustment software, was becoming easier to use and entering mainstream professional survey practice.

By 1990, digital sensors had replaced all optical analog measurement systems used to measure precise locations of objects on or near the earth’s surface, being the core of the surveying professions primary data source. Hand held data loggers supplemented the surveyor’s field book. Field to finish data streaming with automated checking rapidly replaced hand calculator computations. Drafting skills transformed from penmanship to AutoCad, with operators running faster and faster desktop computers with low cost multi-coloured digital plotters.

In the last two decades Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and digital mapping have made huge strides in capabilities and usability, resulting in the rapid introduction of these technologies into mainstream business and government institutions looking for efficient ways to manage spatially related infrastructure and information. With the growth of the GIS industry, the demand for accurate digital geospatial data has increased, adding to the services that the surveying profession could provide these new GIS savvy clients.

These changes are all well documented and have all made their way into the quiver of technologies that the surveying education institutions teach, aimed at both survey technicians and surveying professionals.
2. GEOMATICS/SURVEYING PROFESSION

For the past two decades the authors have been full-time academics in the United States and directly involved in the education of young surveying professionals while being actively engaged with the surveying profession. During this academic tenure, the authors have witnessed the rapid change in technology embraced by the surveying profession along with a rapid increase in efficiency of the profession in turning out surveying products. The figures below support the notion that these increases in efficiency resulted in a reduction in the number of personnel needed to produce an equivalent amount of surveying output that the old pre-GPS analog measuring instruments required.

In order to document the changes to the profession during the adoption of the new technologies data on the age profile of the profession was collected to observe the change in demographics of the profession over time. Data from the State of Texas in the United States was primarily used to track these changes with some data coming from Florida and the State of New South Wales, Australia.

2.1 Texas

In 1990 there were 3494 Registered Professional Land Surveyors in Texas (Texas Board of Professional Land Surveying 2000-2010). By 2000 the total number had decreased to 2877. The year 2000 was the first year that the age profile of the Texas surveyors was analyzed. The results appear in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Registered Professional Land Surveyors – Texas 2000 (n = 2877)](image)
The number of surveyors in Texas reduced by 17.7% over the decade of the 1990s. This in contrast to the huge increases in economic activity in Texas with the run up of the Dot.Com asset price bubble in the equities markets that ended in 2000.

The last decade has seen a further, if not so quite dramatic, reduction in the number of surveyors in Texas. The total number of surveyors for the start of 2010 is 2588, down another 10.0% from 2000.

Figure 2. Registered Professional Land Surveyors - Texas
31st December 2009 - 1st January 2010
n=2588
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Figure 3. Changing Age Structure of Professional Surveyors in Texas
(2004 – 2009)

The age structure for years 2004 to 2009 (shown in Figure 3) indicates that the 40’s age group is decreasing the most significantly, a decrease of 224. The 50’s age group has been the steadiest, decreasing by a mere 7 between 2004 and 2009. Both the 60’s and above 70 age groups have shown a steady increase. Note that detail data not shown indicates that about 20% of Texas surveyors are 65 or older, where 65 years is considered the retirement age (not compulsory) in the U.S.

Table 1 shows that the number of surveyors has leveled off over the last half of the decade, however, the average age of surveyors continues to creep upwards and the median age is increasing presently by one year every two years (from 53 years in 2000 to 56 years in 2010). The number of younger professionals entering the profession is insufficient to stabilize the aging trend of the profession. Note that the percentage of surveyors younger than forty years is smaller than the percentage of surveyors seventy years or older. Over the next 20 years over 70% of the current professional surveyors will likely retire as baby-boomers leave the workforce. At the current rate, the over 50 age group will only replace one-third of the number retiring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>2573</td>
<td>2576</td>
<td>2539</td>
<td>2597</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>2588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>54.23</td>
<td>54.69</td>
<td>55.16</td>
<td>55.14</td>
<td>55.42</td>
<td>55.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Median</strong></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>65+</strong></td>
<td>478</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% 65+</strong></td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Change in Numbers of RPLS in Texas 2004-2009
2.2 Florida

Florida’s economy depends heavily on the property market and tourism, both of which have been severely impacted in the latest global economic downturn. This crisis will affect student numbers and has already reduced the demand for surveying services and layoffs within surveying companies. No ‘clean’ age data is available for professional surveyors in Florida, but data is available for the number of new surveying licenses issued each year. This data is graphed for years 1976-2009 in Figure 4. Since a high of 177 in 2001 it has dropped consistently down to 24 in 2009.

![Figure 4. Changing Supply of Licensed Surveyors in Florida (FSMS 2010) (1976 – 2009)](image)

Florida requires four years of experience after obtaining a degree which means there is some latency between graduation and licensing. However, it is clear from this graph that surveying services are, like Texas, being met largely by those who have been in the profession for some time.

2.3 New South Wales

The same trend appears in the number of surveyors in New South Wales, Australia. Data obtained in 2007 shows a similar trend to Texas (see Figure 5). One noticeable difference being the larger number (20%) of surveyors younger than 40 and the small number (3.3%) over seventy years old. Figure 6 shows a similar trend to Texas in the total number of surveyors in New South Wales, leveling out at just below 1000 surveyors.

Overall, from 1991 to 2007 New South Wales surveyors declined in number by 38% while Texas saw a decline of 26% over the past two decades. The technological changes and
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improved efficiencies discussed in the introduction have occurred at the same time a decrease in the number of surveyors took place and during a period when the demand for surveying services has increased with increasing population and development. The market for real estate has certainly increased over the past two decades, which has also added to the demand for surveying services.

Figure 5 Registered Surveyors by Age Group – New South Wales - 2007 (n = 981) (NSW Board of Surveying and Spatial Information, 2007)

Figure 6. Total Number Registered Surveyors in New South Wales 1992 - 2006
(Blanchfield, and Elfick, 2006)
Economics would dictate that with a shrinking workforce and a continuously increasing demand for surveying services, the surveying profession should have displayed a remarkably robust increase in income. While we have seen increases in salaries offered to graduates entering the profession, the overall income levels of most of the surveying profession has not shown the expected increases according to economic theory of supply and demand. It seems the surveying profession is charging less for their services as the value of real estate increases and the demand for services increases with the population.

It appears that the surveying profession charges for their time rather than the value of their services to their clients. Unlike other professions, for example engineering or architecture, who charge an ad valorum fee for service, surveyors tend to diminish their products value over time by charging hourly rates rather than ad valorum fees. Changing to ad valorum fees would greatly increase the income of the profession, which would in turn attract many more bright young minds to the profession.

3. PROFILE OF GEOMATICS AT US UNIVERSITIES

3.1 University of Wisconsin (UW)

In the summer of 2006 the last three professors in the “Surveying-option” program retired at the UW. This marked the end of an era as their retirement meant the end of a dedicated Geomatics program within the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at UW. This program had been whittled down over the years as a generation of surveying educators retired without being replaced. The end of this program is especially significant to Geomatics in the US because of its huge contribution to the Geomatics teaching capacity in the country. By 1990 forty percent (40%) of all faculty at major Geomatics programs in the country had been educated through the surveying program at UW. This included faculty at programs in the Universities of Florida, UC-Fresno, Maine, Ohio State and Purdue.

Like other programs in the US, the UW Geomatics program had its own identity at the undergraduate level, but at the graduate level it was regarded as part of the civil and environmental engineering (CEE) program. With one exception, who served as chair of the department from 1986-1990, Geomatics faculty did not hold the leadership reigns of the CEE department. Beginning in the 1990s, the CEE began to systematically dismantle the Geomatics “program” by not refilling vacant positions that arose due to the retirement of the seven faculty members. Granted, there were several difficult budget years for the university and college, but the fact that not one of these positions was refilled is a clear indicator that Geomatics was, to put it mildly, not regarded as a priority area. Although there was no overt statement made, one can conclude that a policy decision was made in the 1990s to do away with Geomatics within CEE. This marginalization of Geomatics within Civil Engineering departments is not unique to the University of Wisconsin as will become evident in this paper.
3.2 University of Florida

The University of Florida also faced challenges to its sustainability. Although housed in the Department of Civil Engineering for most of its life, the UF Geomatics Program has for many years offered its own undergraduate Geomatics degree. With changes in leadership at the college and department levels around 2002, resources from the department to the Geomatics Program (space, teaching assistants, secretary, budget, etc.) began to be reduced or removed completely. In an era when most engineering deans seem bent on moving their programs into the top ten rankings as defined by US News and World Report, programs that did not either secure large research grants or attract large numbers of PhD students (both important ranking factors) were not viewed favorably. Since Civil Engineering did not appear to be a top priority for the College of Engineering, and Geomatics was evidently not a high priority for the Department of Civil Engineering, the UF Geomatics program was doubly marginalized.

In a radical move, at least by most university standards, the Geomatics faculty began in 2003 to explore the option of transferring the entire program out of the College of Engineering. Their initial investigations identified the School of Forest Resources and Conservation (SFRC) in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences (CALS) as the best option for the move given past collaboration with SFRC faculty and the affinity of surveying and forestry. Additionally, CALS is located in the land grant part of the university which means that its mission is oriented towards the public at large. This meant they were far more supportive of undergraduate education, particularly a program that led to licensing professionals. After a year of negotiations, in which they sought to transfer four faculty positions from the College of Engineering to CALS, and, reached an agreement whereby two faculty positions were transferred and two were ‘bought’ from Engineering. In 2004 the Geomatics program moved to the SFRC. However, the undergraduate degree in Geomatics, and the coursework offered, have largely remained the same.

Like the Surveying program at the UW, administrators in engineering had effectively written off the Geomatics program and were slowly but surely dismantling it. However, within three years of moving to the SFRC the UF Geomatics program had doubled its faculty numbers, secured funding to develop distance-ed capacity, and through supportive leadership increased its undergraduate numbers substantially. The significant support given by Florida Geomatics professionals in this endeavor should also be noted. This success story indicates that Geomatics can thrive at a major university provided it is housed within a supportive institutional unit.

3.3 Ohio State University (OSU)

Until about 1995 Geomatics at Ohio State University was taught through the Department of Geodetic Science and Surveying located in the College of Math and Physical Sciences. Besides Maine, OSU was the only stand-alone department in Geomatics at that time. However, this changed in 1995 when it lost its departmental status and was incorporated into the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE). Unlike most of its
counterparts, OSU’s Geomatics program did at least manage to retain some identity at the
departmental level through renaming the department Civil and Environmental Engineering
and Geodetic Science (CEEGS). However, it is now run as a program within the
administrative structure of this department which falls under the College of Engineering.

In 2005 the geodesy faculty of the Geomatics Program were transferred to the Department of
Geological Sciences (College of Mathematical and Physical Sciences) which subsequently
was renamed the School of Earth Sciences, with Geodesy and Geospatial Science as one of
the divisions within the School. This unit collaborates with the Geomatics faculty in CEEGS
in offering graduate programs that specialize in geodesy, photogrammetry or mapping/GIS.
Geomatics at OSU has therefore shifted from a cohesive program offered through a specific
department to a program where geodesy has detached itself from the remainder of the
program and established itself in a different unit within a different college.

3.4 University of Maine

In 2003 the University of Maine created a new niche for undergraduate Geomatics education
by focusing on “technical, managerial, and policy issues associated with constructing and
managing computer-based information systems for modern organizations.” In the process
they jettisoned most of their conventional surveying offerings which had for many years
provided the basic education for practicing surveyors in Maine and the northeastern US. In an
effort to counter the backlash from the surveying profession, and continue to meet the demand
for surveying education, the School of Engineering Technology agreed to house a more
technically oriented surveying program where “the practical aspects rather than the theory of
these disciplines are emphasized in the teaching.” This has also been described as a “terminal
program,” meaning there is no intention to expand to the graduate level (Greulich 2003: 120)

The end-result of these moves is that the Geomatics program at Maine has essentially
separated into an undergraduate program – Surveying Engineering Technology - and a
graduate program taught through the Department of Spatial Information Science and
Engineering (within the College of Engineering). By focusing on the scientific aspects of
spatial information, UM have set their program on a new trajectory which centers on GIS in
its broadest definition. Institutionally, however, they have remained under the administration
of the College of Engineering.

3.5 Purdue University

The Land Surveying and Geomatics Engineering ‘program’ at Purdue has traditionally been
closeely linked and administered through the Department of Civil Engineering. At Purdue,
Geomatics is treated more like a specialization of civil engineering than as a separate
program. Students are encouraged to do an extra year beyond the BS in civil engineering in
order to specialize in Geomatics. Current proposals at Purdue focus on developing an inter-
culinary Masters degree in Geo-Sensing which would link to the various departments of
engineering and beyond. This vision still retains an engineering-centric approach, although
the focus would be on remote sensing and photogrammetry. To achieve this, the Geomatics faculty have requested several new faculty lines which are still waiting for final approval by the dean of engineering.

3.6 Texas A&M University – Corpus Christi

The program at Texas A&M Corpus Christi is built on the Geospatial Industry model and incorporates surveying education in the Bachelor of Science (BS) in Geographic Information Science and Master of Science (MS) in Geospatial Surveying Engineering. This program was designed in the early 1990s by a team of both surveyors and GIS experts. The philosophy of the program was to incorporate surveying education as an integral component of the geospatial sciences and offer an emphasis in geomatics (digital surveying and professional practise) as well as a GIS emphasis (with a focus on geospatial technologies and computer science). The BS program was implemented in 1995 and the MS was implemented in 2007.

The Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi has maintained an undergraduate student body of around 80 students and a post-graduate program of 30-40 students. The faculty has grown from 2 in 1995 to 6 in 2009. The program has produced 152 graduates from the BS program and 10 from the MS program. Of the 152 BS graduates, 112 or 74% have elected to pursue careers in the surveying profession with 38 now Registered Professional Land Surveyors. The lure of students to the program is the name and the focus on the geospatial industry rather than surveying, which is generally not on the minds of graduating high school leavers.

4. MAPPING THE FUTURE

The splitting of the original Surveying Engineering Department into two entities at UM and OSU appears to support the claim that there is an irreconcilable difference between the needs of an undergraduate Surveying/Geomatics program – designed to respond to the needs of a Surveying profession – and the research demands that typically drive faculty careers at major universities. The pessimistic conclusion implicit in such a claim is that conventional surveying (as reflected in current geomatics programs) is intellectually barren and research does not have a significant role to play in redefining its future role in society. It is revealing that under the new arrangement at UM the undergraduate entity providing education for future professional surveyors does not have departmental status and comprises half the number of faculty as the Department of Spatial Information Science and Engineering. This increasing divide between undergraduate and graduate programs is also evident at OSU, and Purdue.

While this division into separate undergraduate and graduate programs may be a rational restructuring within the broader university administrative structure, it presents one crucial dilemma for the future of surveying/Geomatics. Where will the professors of tomorrow come from if none of the students graduating from undergraduate Surveying/Geomatics programs move on to pursue graduate degrees? Will programs have to rely on practitioners with an undergraduate or at most a Masters degree, or will the focus of Surveying/Geomatics shift to
spatial information science as the new core? This shift would require a radical change in the current Surveying/Geomatics paradigm in the US which is largely based on serving development and civil engineering activities. Many of us believed that the traditional paradigm would change with the advent of GIS, but surveyors in the US (and elsewhere) have been slow to adopt GIS as a bridge into the spatial information management world. Individual data products remain the key marketable resource with little recognition that these are part of a larger spatial infrastructure.

It is clear from graduate student interests that very few are interested in focusing on Surveying in its narrow definition. The profile of professors entering the Geomatics ranks today is very different than those that entered the ranks 10-20 years ago. In a recent (2006) search for a faculty member at one of the universities discussed in this paper, 42 applicants responded to a job description that was broadly defined, requiring applicants to have a specialization in any one of the several areas of Geomatics, but still be qualified to teach basic surveying courses. The profile of these applicants is summarized and compared with the 1990 profile of faculty at major Geomatics programs in the US in Table 2 below. In 2006 the only candidates with sufficient background in Surveying were from Asia, Africa or the Middle East. None of the 3 American-born applicants had any surveying background in 2006, while in 1990 most faculty had at least a Bachelors degree in surveying and 80% were born in the US.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1990 Profile</th>
<th>2006 Profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 80% American-born</td>
<td>• 5% American-born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• PhD in Photogrammetry, Cadastral Studies, Geodesy, GIS/LIS…</td>
<td>• 50% with a PhD in remote sensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Most had at least a BS in Surveying</td>
<td>• 80% with no surveying background</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of Geomatics Faculty Profiles – 1990 vs 2006

This comparison shows an increasing divide between the origin, discipline and qualifications of aspiring Geomatics professors and the demands and requirements of the surveying profession in the US. Faculty that are steeped in basic surveying with a specialization in one of the areas of Geomatics are just not available anymore. This calls for a change in direction or different roadmap, perhaps along the lines of programs such as those at UM and Texas A&M. Another direction would be more heavily into the sustainable development area, a topic that has been receiving increasing attention with various FIG forums. The new Sustainable Development Practice degree (Barnes et al 2010) at UF offers such an opportunity, although it is not part of the Geomatics Program.

The proliferation of Surveying programs at smaller colleges in the US provides one potential solution to educating future professional surveyors. However, these colleges do not have graduate programs in Surveying/Geomatics and therefore will not produce future Geomatics professors. In a provocative paper (see Greulich 2005; 2006) presented at the 20th Surveying...
and Mapping Educators Conference, Hazelton (2005) suggested that the US surveying profession should look off-shore for a solution. Specifically, he outlined a scenario in which US surveyors limit their role to data collection and rely on the “more comprehensive and advanced” Geomatics skills of foreign professionals to complete the more challenging part of the job (p. 145). This is quite different than the usual off-shoring model in the US where simple, labor intensive tasks are out-sourced to countries like India where the labor costs are much lower. The latter is already occurring, for example, at local title insurance companies in where title evidence (deeds) are transferred off-shore and the chains of title developed remotely.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Clearly the traditional surveying academic programs of the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s are not sustainable with the current numbers of students seeking entry into the surveying profession. Those high school leavers with the talent needed to excel in the surveying profession have many more career choices than were available twenty years ago. Professional surveying is a critical necessity for the real estate market to function. However, while this role will never disappear, the profession is also an integral part of the wider geospatial industry. The surveying profession is slowly adjusting to the possibilities of a wider market for geospatial positioning services and a wider pool of potential talent that can grow a future workforce.

In this paper we have presented evidence of the shrinking and aging surveying profession. It shows clearly that the profession in the US is top-heavy — most of the members are over 50 and some of them over 70. This suggests that the surveying profession may reach a threshold point where it can no longer supply sufficient qualified individuals to meet societal needs. The transformation in Geomatics educational institutions over the past 10-15 years shows no evidence of making up the losses from retirement. Perhaps most important to the future of Geomatics is the acute shortage of conventionally qualified professors and lecturers to teach the students who would become future professionals.

In spite of all of this negative evidence there are a number of innovative programs that demonstrate a way forward. Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi and Troy State University, Alabama, have embraced academic programs that marry professional surveying education to the wider geospatial industry. Students entering these programs have common courses in geospatial measurement and spatial modeling, then build on these skills to specialise in either GIS or surveying. While these programs are attracting students, recruiting qualified faculty with professional surveying qualifications at all geomatics programs remains a challenge. A challenge that the surveying profession and academia need to address in the near future.
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1 This section and the next draw heavily on Barnes (2009)
2 The fif th faculty elected to stay in Engineering
3 http://ise.umaine.edu/
4 http://www.umaine.edu/set/svt/Newsletters/News021029.pdf
5 See https://engineering.purdue.edu/CE/Academics/Undergraduate/ (Feb 09)
6 S. Johnson – personal communication, 2009
7 Recent job advertisement at Troy State University and Alaska show this trend already exists.
8 See http://www.lsrp.com/colleges.pdf for a list of Colleges and Universities with Surveying/Geomatics Programs (Feb 2009)